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This spectacular shot was taken on the Heartland S Rails modular layout at the 1989 NASG National Convention in
Kansas City. Shown here "doing their thing" are custom-painted locomotives owned by John Darling. A U.P. streamliner
hauled by an FEF-3 Northern overtakes an SP GS-4 Daylight with matching train. Standing by on the sidings are a USRA
Mikado and a U.P. Alco PA/PB set. Photo by Bob Werre.
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EDITORIAL
As reported elsewhere in this issue, the
Central Jersey S Sealers' caboose project
with American Models has reached its
goal of 500 sales. This is absolutely
remarkable in that a caboose is a one-ina-train car! The caboose project's success should remove any fears that manufacturers may have had about introducing plastic freight cars to the S market.
Perhaps Pacific Rail Shops will be sufficiently encouraged to speed up its intended tank car kit. And maybe the
NASG's next "brass" car will be a new
plastic one instead, at about 20 percent
of the cost! That would be a valuable
service indeed.
This issue's theme is the 1989 NASG
National Convention, hosted by the
Kansas City Heartland S Rails club.
The activities were well-conceived and
well-presented. There was no visible
fuss and furor, yet everything went like
clockwork. The payoff was four days
filled with enjoyment, surprises, excellent railroading, and good fellowship. I
couldn't have wished for more.

With this, my 18th and last issue, I take
my leave of you. Goodbye and good
luck.

PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE
HELP!
As the new president of this
organization, my first major
responsibility to the membership is to
keep the NASG on the successful path
it has been following for the past eight
years.
When I was elected treasurer back in
1981 we had a membership of 225
people, an operating budget of $1500,
and a four-page newsletter. Since then,
with the effort of a handful of dedicated
volunteers, our organization has
grown tremendously. We are now
approaching 1000 members, have an
operating budget of $45,000, .and
produce a bimonthly magazine of
which we can all be proud.

Now that we have experienced this
growth and seen the achievements we
have made, I am requesting your help.
Many of our recent volunteers have
stepped down for a rest, and their vital
jobs must be filled.
The most important one for me to
replace right now is Editor of the
DISPTACH. Dick Karnes has done a
great job for us in the past four years,
but as you know he has resigned from
his position and this is his last issue.
I would like to express my gratitude
to Dick for a job well done. He has
brought our magazine to a level that
is very professional, and I hope
someone out there will volunteer to
replace him. I am fortunate enough to
have my good friend Don Thompson
to fill in for Dick for the October issue,
but after that I need an editor!! I am
sure that among a group of 1000
members there is an individual who
can fill this position and pick up where
the present editor leaves off.
At its annual meeting in June, the
Board of Trustees decided that the new
editor should attend our national
convention each year. As an incentive,
we have decided on a yearly
reimbursement for the editor of $1000
to cover travelling expenses and
lodging at each convention. I also hope
that this will help encourage someone
to volunteer to be the DISPTACH
editor. I know that this is very little
compensation for the amount of time
spent on this job. But I would hope that
the satisfaction of seeing our
organization grow, seeing S become
even more successful, and being a part
of the NASG staff team would be
rewarding in itself. I know it has been
for me.
Another key position to fill is
Promotion Committee chairman. This
job is very important in promoting S
gauge to the model railroading
community and to manufacturers of
model railroading equipment.
The promotion of S gauge to both
"sealers" and "tinplaters" is
important. It helps us see items
produced in our gauge that only a few
years ago would have seemed
impossible. It also helps us to see our
membership grow.
Finally, in order for us to continue our
fine magazine, I need volunteers to
write articles for our publication. We
need American Flyer, hi-rail, and scale
articles. I know that we have many
talented modelers and collectors out

there who could submit material for
DISPATCH articles.
So, in conclusion, to keep our
organization on the right track, please
contact me and volunteer to help. For
without your participation — let's face
it — we will not be able to see our
organization continue to grow and
prosper.
To paraphrase a famous quote, "Don't
ask what your organization can do for
you; ask what you can do for your
organization."

ELECTIONS
COMMITTEE REPORT
by James A. Kindraka
Results of the 1989 election of officers
are as follows:
President
Michael R. Ferraro
others

403
10

Treasurer
David J. Davis (Parma, OH) 264
David F. Davis (NJ)
144
others
3
Eastern VP
Douglas G. Peck
others

224
3

Central VP
Paul E. Stevens
Joel Lebovitz

82
40

Western VP
Lee M. Johnson

59

Congratulations to everyone who
took part, and especially to the new
slate of winners. A total of 778 ballots
were mailed and 425 returned. I
consider this 55 percent turnout
excellent. Only two ballots were
disqualified, for late postmarks. This
really renews my faith that people
can actually follow directions!
Both constitutional issues passed.
Each needed a minimum of 263 votes
(two-thirds of those cast), and they
easily made that. The Constitution
and By-Laws contained in the new
NASG Membership Directory
already reflect these changes.

You're about to experience model railroading as it has never been seen before.
With RailScope™ from Lionel.
RailScope is a locomotive with a
tiny video camera mounted inside.
It lets you view your train
£?; layout from an entirely new
perspective: inside the train.
1, For the first time ever,
you'll see what it's like to
ride through the railroad empire you've created. Thundering
down the straightaways. Slowing to maneuver around treacherous curves. Hurtling through black stretches of tunnel. It

has all the action and excitement of driving a real train.
RailScope is available in "HO" "0", Large Scale™ and now
American Flyer8 "S" gauge. And it promises a railroading
adventure like no other.
So get RailScope from Lionel. Your views on model railroading might just change
forever.

LIONEL
Because no childhood should be
without a train?

' 1989, Uonel Trains, Inc.

Lipnelhas
a vision of wha
lies ahead.
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CHANGING OF
THE GUARD . . .
LOIZEAUX DEPARTS,
FERRARO STARTS
NASG President Edward M.
Loizeaux's term of office expired on
the 18th of June, 1989, when newlyelected President Michael R. Ferraro
took over NASG leadership. Ed has
presided during what is perhaps the
most successful four-year period in
NASG's history. Many members are
responsible for the Association's
accomplishments. Their efforts,
combined with Ed's even-tempered,
affable management style, have
produced results not usually seen in
a volunteer organization.
While we'll miss Ed, we welcome
Mike, who is not exactly new to 1
NASG's official ranks. Mike was
NASG's Executive Vice President
and a member of Ed's excellent team
prior to his election. We wish him
well.
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Our smiling new President Mike Ferraro (1) gets a congratulatory handshake
and some sage advice from retiring President Ed Loizeaux.
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Sandy McTavish's
1-spot emerges
from the tunnel
with a string of ore
cars upgrade on the
Riverton Branch
while a freight
rumbles by on the
main line. This
scene was shot by
Frank Titman on
his now-defunct
Delaware &
Western.
Construction of the
2-4-0, a Rex kit
conversion with a
Kemtron tender,
was described years
ago in the S Gauge
Herald.

BRUTE STRENGTH
THE P.R.R. I CLASS 2-10-0 DECAPOD
RESERVE NOW FOR EARLY 90 DELIVERY.
S.P.C. COST BASED ON NUMBER OF RESERVATIONS RECEIVED
(CONTACT OSM FOR DETAILS.)

NOTE:

•mm
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OMMCOM

Due to the demise of the Patch Company,
we have several PRR M1 & M1a models
available. Each model features a new pilot
truck, and extra wide #2 & #3 blind drivers
permitting operation on curves under 45"
radius. All models have been track tested.
Call Omnicon Scale Models for price
information.

SPECIAL NOTE:
CONTACT G&W MODELS, 115 UPLAND RD
SYRACUSE, NY 13207-1119
FOR DETAILS ON NYC 4-8-2 MOHAWK.

50 SO. LIVELY BLVD. ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IL 60007 312-981-0808

OREGON S GAUGERS MEET
by Dick Karnes

Gill Hulin of Eugene, Oregon, organized the first Oregon
S Gaugers Meet, held on May 20 in the Firemen's Hall,
Cottage Grove. Gil's intent was to assess S gauge interest
in Oregon, determine possible interest in holding the 1994
NASG Convention in conjunction with the NMRA
National Convention in Portland, and explore the
desirability of holding yearly state S gauge meets.
Those contemplating attending were incentivized to bring
a model for display and save half of the $2.00 registration
fee. The result was a large variety of display models! Those
attending:
Jim Akerson
Bill and Clarice Crawford
Dan & Sandra Curtis
Debbie & Buck DeHart
Fritz Gemeinhardt
Gil Hulin
Gale and Pat Irwin
Patsy Jannelli & wife
Lee Johnson
Dick Karnes
Dave Kleger
Gary Klein
Rob Mangold
Jim Morris
Bill Pirie
Fred Richardson
Art Schmitt
Fred J. ("Doc") Schuster
Dale & Scott Snedeker
Tom Sobon
Larry Sokol
Norman Strain
John Verser

Portland
Corning (CA)
Monmouth
Portland
Central Point
Eugene
Los Angeles (CA)
Roseburg
Walnut Creek (CA)
Mercer Island (WA)
Eugene
Eugene
Portland
Salem
Portland
Siletz
Portland
Eugene
Keizer
Eugene
Portland
Gresham
Grants Pass

The attendees were asked to say a few words about their
display models. Dan Curtis showed three of his marvelous
l/64th scale historical homes which are used on the S
gauge layout each Christmas season in the Oregon State
Capitol. A. C. Gilbert spent part of his life in Salem, so
Vic Atiyeh, governor at the time the display layout was
conceived, decided that the Christmas display should use
American Flyer trains.
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There was lots to talk about at the First Oregon S Meet,
as this photo shows. That's Western VP Lee Johnson talking
in the background with John Verser of Pacific Rail Shops.

cutting building, various outbuildings (water tower, pumphouse, etc.), and a stone-block boiler room.
Larry Sokol brought a PRR X-40 60' mail car, custombuilt from American Models boxcars by a friend.
Gil Hulin displayed an entire freight train, demonstrating
what can be done by kitbashing AF and scale equipment.
Among the cars was the first known example of a Pacific

One of Dan's models is a replica of the Victorian house
in which A. C. lived in Salem. The second is a house being
renovated for use as Salem's A. C. Gilbert Museum. The
third represents Deepwood Estates, now a museum. This
model, required by the state to be included on the layout,
includes unusual round turrets, turned on a lathe to achieve
a lap-siding exterior.
All of Dan's houses were built from drawings and
photographs. The lap siding is hand-made of maple on
a small table saw. Footings (foundations) are plywood.
White glue was used throughout, except in hard-to-clamp
situations where contact cement was used. All parts are
hand-made. The snow applied to all the models is done
with baking powder sprinkled over white spray latex
enamel.
Bill Crawford showed his "Shoot the Bull Meat Co."
packing house. The model incorporates a slaughter and
8

This beautiful 3/16" scale replica by Dan Curtis is part of
the Oregon State Capitol's yearly Christmas display.

Host Gil Hulin brought what must be one of the first kit-bashed Pacific Rail Shops 50-foot boxcars. Looks nice with
double doors!

Rail Shops 50' boxcar converted to double-door
configuration.
Tom Sobon said seeing Lee Johnson's layout in Eugene
(1987 NMRA Convention) inspired him to get serious
about his modeling. He showed the results of this
newfound seriousness: a scratchbuilt caboose built of
styrene on an American Models floor/underbody with
Huff V Puff steps.
Gale Irwin displayed his new N&W Class A 2-6-6-4 which
he had just picked up from Jess Bennett in Idaho the
previous week. Both chassis pivot, and the motor is in
the tender. The locomotive is therefore able to take rather
tight curves without excessive overhang.
Lee Johnson brought Bill Pirie's SP ten-wheeler (which
took first in steam locomotives at the 1988 NASG National
Convention). This was O-gauger Pirie's first S gauge
effort. (Bill has since been building more S scale
locomotives.) Lee also brought a Pacific Rail Shops 50'
boxcar.

40' boxcar, and then a tank car (yay!) is planned. John
also passed along a hint for installing the journal lids
on Pacific Rail's trucks: Fill the journal cavity with a blob
of Ambroid cement, and then put the lid in place. The
bond is not strong, but it will hold up.
Host Gil Hulin then described the various S publications
and catalogs available.
The group broke for lunch and reconvened informally in
the afternoon. All agreed that the meet was a good idee,
and that it should be a yearly event.
Some of the attendees took time to visit the Village Depot,
a model railroad shop located in the old Oregon, Pacific,
and Eastern passenger station in Cottage Grove. The
Village Depot specializes in S scale (standard and narrow),
but also stocks some O, N, and HO. Their S scale stock
is extensive, and they are personable and efficient with
mail-order business. Try them. 725 Row River Road,
Cottage Grove, OR 97424. Telephone (503) 942-5117.

Gary Klein displayed an AF circus train. The locomotive
was a repainted Royal Blue, and the circus wagons were
reproductions; all else in the train was original.
Dick Karnes brought an American Models observation
car painted for his own railroad.
Fritz Gemeinhardt brought his nearly-completed UP
Challenger.

WHAT?
NEVER SEEN A CONSTITUTION?
DON'T KNOW THE RULES?

Doc Schuster brought his NKP Berkshire, the first NASG
Berkshire ever built. Doc made the patterns for many of
the castings used in the locomotive.

Copies of the NASG constitution, by-laws, and contest
rules are available for the asking from the NASG
secretary:

Jim Akerson brought a high-rail logging off-load diorama
whose centerpiece is a Lehigh Valley Models gantry crane.

James A. Kindraka
44014 S. Umberland Circle
Canton, MI 48187

Of course, since John Verser is also Pacific Rail Shops,
he had his new boxcar kit on hand for display. He
discussed the car, and revealed what's next: a 1937 AAR

Send Jim a stamped ($.45) addressed 9x12 manila
envelope, give him your membership number, and tell him
which document(s) you want.
9

TREES - - - CHEAP
by William J. Fraley
Photos by the Author

One of the nice things about S scale is that we have to
look around for scrap items for our layouts. I remember
some time ago when I wanted to do away with my S scale
layout and go into HO. After all, in HO you can build
twice as much railroad in the same space as S, and
everything is available to HO people. Man, that would
really be neat.
Well, needless to say, my good wife Mary said "no way.
You've modeled in S all these years (since 1962), and it's
different from all the others. Your model railroad stands
out, and HO is common — most everyone models in HO."
Wham! The little lady was right again! We men don't like
to admit that very often, let alone put it in print. So, I
hang in there, taking HO buildings and building them
up to S scale; and I take O scale and cut it down, and
I continue to love every moment of it.
Well, that's enough blabbing. What I really want to talk
about is how to make plastic shrubbery look realistic and
how to convert those old plastic Christmas trees, wreaths,
vines, and flowers into really good-looking foliage on your
layout. Just follow these few simple steps:
1. Go to your local variety store (or where you store your
own Christmas materials!) and pick out the plastic
items you can use on your layout. You're really in
luck if you have an old plastic Christmas tree that
needs replacing next year.

Figure 2. The author begins to modify a plastic tree by
coating it with rubber cement.

Materials Required
• Plastic trees, bushes, shrubbery
• Box with lid
• Landscape materials (grass, green
ground foam)
• Rubber cement
• Spray adhesive
• White glue
• Imagination

2. Cut these items down to scale. Figure 1 shows some
pieces which I've cut to the size I want.

_
Figure 1. Here are the basic materials and set-up for our
"cheap trees." Shown are some pieces which have been cut
to the desired size.
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3. Get yourself a box — I use a shoebox. In the box,
put all-purpose landscaping grass and Woodland
Scenics (or similar) ground foam (coarse turf dark
green, medium green, and whatever colors you like),
and stir all this up well. Figure 1 shows some already
mixed up.
4. Take whatever plastic item you would like to modify
and coat it with rubber cement as in Figure 2. If you
wish, you can use other adhesives such as Duro AllPurpose apray adhesive or even watered-down white
glue.

I

I*

Figs. 3 and 4. After placing each coated item in the box and shaking it — Presto! Out comes a beautiful tree, bush, or shrub.

5. Place the coated item in the box,
put the lid on it, and shake the box
like an S scale earthquake. Presto!
Out comes a beautiful tree, bush, or
shrub (Figs. 3 and 4). You can really
see the difference, and the
conversion is very easy.
Figure 5 shows the partiallycompleted Petticoat Junction are of
the Jefferson Central. Here you can
see a variety of modified plastic
trees and shrubs. To make them
look more realistic, I always drill
holes into the layout and white-glue
the trees into them.
So, S gaugers, use your imagination.
Fill up those bare spots with this
foliage and marvel at the difference!

Figure 5. In the partially-completed Petticoat Junction area of the Jefferson
Central, you can see a variety of modified plastic trees and shrubs.
11

KANSAS CITY '89
CONVENTION OVERVIEW
by Dick Karnes
I arrived at the Park Place Hotel early Thursday evening,
June 15th. The display hall was already set up, so I walked
in to renew acquaintances before registering for my room.
Displays

The large display hall was arranged in the shape of an
inverted "U." The right-hand section was dominated by
yet another large portable layout by the American Flyer
S Gaugers of the St. Louis Area (AFSGSLA). (Man, have
those guys been busy!) The layout consisted of three
concentric ovals of GarGraves track about 30 feet long,
running through a six-track staging yard on one side.
Spectators kept the trains rolling (or stopping) by
activating pushbuttons at the side of the layout.
AFSGSLA members kept the action interesting by
capturing trains in the staging yard and letting others
go. Rolling stock and locomotives were a mixture of AF
and American Models. Power is DC; the AF locomotives
have had their motors replaced with DC can motors.
The centerpiece of the left-hand portion of the hall was
our hosts' Heartland S Rails scale modular layout. This
layout had a double-track main line with numerous
storage tracks and sidings. Operation, featuring long
trains, was really smooth. Notable were a brace of FP-7s
beautifully finished in Rock Island's gorgeous maroon,
red, and silver scheme. Conventioneer John Darling
treated us to non-stop fun by heading the long trains with
his beautiful custom-painted brass Daylight (looking great
with matching American Models passenger cars), UP
FKF-3 Northern and 3900-class Challenger, and others.
Arrayed around the perimeter of both the left and righthand halls were various vendors and exhibitors. These
included The Building & Structure Co. (a new line of
quality craftsman bridge and building kits), Heartland
S Rails (hats, tee-shirts, sweatshirts, etc.), Lionel (S gauge
RailScope, PRR GP-9 and caboose, and 1989 C&O
passenger set), Mann-Made Products (digital train control
systems and other electronics products), NASG (tee-shirts,
gages, 1990 NASG Convention publicity), Omnicon (brass
and plastic locomotives), Overland Models (brass locos
and cars), Rex S Gauge Models (kits for steam locomotives
and flatcars), Josh Seltzer (old Sandusky line and various
AF and scale equipment), and Tomalco (Sn3 brass and
kits).
Also displaying were American Models (new .148
weathered flextrack), Erik Brom (computerized electronic
throttle), G&W Models (custom-painted F-unit shells,
decals, rolling stock kits), Pacific Rail Shops (50' boxcar
kits), River Raisin models (decals and PRR hoppers),
Scenery Unlimited (passenger, boxcar, and caboose kits;
S gauge supplies), SouthWind Models (NYC brass
passenger cars, PRR flats, RDG express boxcar), S Scale
Locomotive and Supply (brass loco kits and parts), and
several dealers in AF new and used equipment.
Microscale's new S decals were on display by several
vendors.
The center section of the "U" was reserved for the
Saturday swap-meet hawkers.
12

Clinics

The space in the middle of the "U" housed the two clinic
rooms, which were in full swing when I arrived. Clinic
fare was quite varied, ranging from ground-throws for
GarGraves switches to traction modeling to train wrecks.
Ladies' Activities Chair Dody Stevens had arranged a
simultaneous suite of ladies' clinics on string dolls,
microwave cooking, lace-doily hats, and fabric wreaths,
held in the Hospitality Room on the third floor.
Prototype Tours

Tours included the Kansas City Terminal Railroad's
control center, the Cotton Belt (SSW) yards, the Smokey
Hill Railroad Museum, Comet Industries airbrakerebuilding plant, ACF's hopper rebuild facility, and the
BN Technical Training Center.
Kansas City Terminal RR Control Center
These guys really have a neat control panel! Chief Train
Director Bob Arnold described the control-room operation
to us. Using two large, identical panels, two operators
set up signals and switches throughout the controlled area,
whose trackage is used by all railroads through Kansas
City. White lights on the wall display indicate operator
route selection, and red lights indicate track occupancy.
Flashing red lights on the periphery of the display indicate
trains waiting to enter the controlled territory.
The KCTRR, owned jointly by all of Kansas City's
railroads (ATSF, UP-MoPac, BN, SSW, CNW, N&W,
MKT, KCS, and SOO), has 136 miles of track crammed
into eight route-miles. The railroad hosts 350 train
movements daily, and has six locomotives of its own for
on-line switching.
Armourdale Yard
Southern Pacific/SSW Public Relations Director Jim
Johnson graciously showed us around, even though his
busy schedule pressed him for time. Armourdale was the
Rock Island's operating and mechanical headquarters
until the 1950s. In 1980 the facility was purchased by the
St. Louis Southwestern Railroad (Cotton Belt), an SP
subsidiary. Now, after the defunct merger between the
SP and ATSF forestalled significant improvements for
several years, an upgrade program is in full swing. Thus,
the current state of the facility is a bizarre combination
of old and new. The yard is used by parent road SP and
its new merger partner D&RGW, as well as SSW. The
Soo Line has access as well.
Smokey Hill Historical Society
Railroad Museum
The museum has an interesting variety of equipment in
various stages of restoration. It's a shame that there is
no under-cover facility for protection. Among the more
interesting pieces — to me — were an "AF" Baldwin
S-12 diesel switcher, a tiny steam-heated two-dome tank car
for transporting paint, and a Milwaukee Road Fairbanks-

Morse H-10-44 yard switcher. There were several
passenger cars, including a Frisco business car being
beautifully restored. In addition, the museum's bookstore
was having a sale, and few of us could resist the fine
bargains.
Comet Industries
Comet Industries is the largest non-railroad
remanufacturer of railroad airbrake equipment in the US.
In addition, Comet produces new and remanufactured
trucks, wheels, couplers, and other railroad car parts; and
supplies and services standby power generators for a
variety of applications. The 175-employee Kansas City
facility is also host to several stored locomotives and
passenger cars. These include a Rock Island E-6 Rocket
and a KCS/Amtrak sleeping car (both, owned by the
Smokey Hill Historical Society), the ACL/Amtrak
"Westport" tavern-lounge car (refurbished and owned by
Heritage Rail Corp.), and an E-8, S-2, and rolling stock
owned by various individuals and groups.
American Car & Foundry
Tank Car & Center-Flow Hopper
Rebuild Facility
This 80-employee facility repairs 1100 cars per year. The
plant's specialty is repairing bad-order brakes, structural
defects, and wrecked cars. All cars must be cleaned by
their operators prior to acceptance for work. Then they
are tested in-plant for the presence of hazardous materials
prior to the start of any work and, if detected, the cars
are cleaned again in-house before work starts. After repair,
each car is grit-blasted and then repainted.
The SSW's engine-servicing facility was one of the
highlights on the prototype tours.

Burlington Northern
Technical/Training Center
The staff of 31 at the BN Center educates 3000 students

".:.

The two people who normally occupy this room control every train movement on Kansas City's Terminal Railway
trackage. What a track plan!

MORE
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a year. Most of the students are college graduates from
BN's own ranks. In addition to providing training in the
signal, mechanical, communications, and maintenanceof-way departments, the Center has an honest-to-goodness
locomotive simulator. This must save a lot of wear and
tear on real locomotives!
Swap Meet
Saturday's all-S swap meet was well-attended by sellers
as well as buyers. While there was the usual emphasis
on AF, there was a good amount of new and used scale
equipment and railroadiana for sale as well. Everyone
seemed able to find a bargain for his/her taste.

CO

This bulk oil storage facility is an example of Jim
Graham's fine craftsmanship on the layout tours.

The next stop was Dick Wholf s under-construction S scale
Bethel Falls & Western. Trackage so far provides
continuous mainline operation, and Dick is adding
catenary for his unique home-built heavy-electric boxcabs.
UP fans were surprised to discover that their favorite road,
through a quirk of history, is a BF&W subsidiary!
o

s
J o h n Bortx hoards a layout-tour bus, obviously
anticipating a fine experience.

Layout Visits
Six fine layouts were offered on the two layout tours.
Morning-tour conventioneers just raved about Doug
Taylor's immense HO-HOn,'3 layout, which represents the
Pennsylvania Railroad and the East Broad Top on the
afternoon of June 22, 1952. The layout features highlydetailed modeling of Orbisonia (the location of the EBT
main office and shops) and the four-track Horseshoe Curve
near Altoona. Operation includes steam, diesel, and helper
service, all under CTC-80 digital control.

The final stop was at Dr. James EuDaly's 35'x 50' O scale
Chesapeake & Ohio. This railroad represents the C&O's
Hinton Division during the 1940-50 era, and features CTC80, an accelerated time clock, a huge yard and engine
terminal, steam locos with sound, and many, many hidden
storage tracks. Interior-detailed and illuminated
passenger cars and 40-car freights are typical. Particularly
impressive was a pair of Berkshires trying to haul the

Convention Chairman Jim Phelps' freelance Ozark
Southern S scale railroad, based on the Missouri Pacific
in the 1950s, was also well-liked. The scenicked layout
features hand-built trackwork and CTC-16 digital control.
The tour concluded with Newt Brown's AF collection and
operating layout. Newt has approximately 200
locomotives, 200 passenger cars, and 300 freight cars, and
says the collection is about 95 percent complete. Visitors
were really impressed.
The afternoon tour started out at Jim Graham's S scale
"Sheley Road," named for the street on which he lives.
Jim's mostly-scenicked short-line railroad is a true pointto-point with interchanges, lots of lineside industry and
a barge operation at one terminal. Hand-laid track and
CTC-16 make Jim's car-card operation easy and fun.
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Dick Wholf explains the finer points of electrification to
some of his layout-tour visitors.

13-car George Washington up a steep hill. They were
helped out by a brace of SW-7s which coupled onto the
rear, pushed the train over the crest, and uncoupled and
backed down the hill as the train continued on its way.
Contest

The model contest drew 31 entries of all varieties, some
of which were truly spectacular. Best-in-Show was
awarded an Omnicon ten-wheeler mechanism. (See
contest results on page 18.)
Banquet

The banquet featured an excellent Kansas City steak
dinner. After-dinner speeches, largely devoted to the
special awards presentations, were brief, and we were
spared the tedious reading of door-prize winners. (Winning
door-prize numbers were posted periodically Friday and
Saturday.) The host organization received an ovation for
the shortest banquet anyone could remember — 90 minutes
from seating to completion.
After the banquet, the contest room was opened for a final
viewing. The traditional auction followed at 9:30.
Awards

Several special yearly awards were presented as follows:
NASG "Manufacturer of the Year:" American Models'
Ron Bashista.
"Tony Perles Publication Award" ($100 plus an
Omnicon F-unit): Roy Hoffman for his spectacular hirail layout article featured in Classic Toy Trains.
"Bernie Thomas Memorial Award:" Tom Marsh of
Overland Models Inc. for his business decisions to
take on S scale and implement the NASG standards
on his entire S scale product line.

The Charlie Stackpoole Award was won by this unusual NYC
icicle-breaker car.

"John Sudimak Memorial Award," presented by the
Cuyahoga Valley S Gauge Association for the most
popular model entered in the model contest: Dick
Karnes for his Westchester heavy electric locomotive.
Attendance

Convention registration totaled 146 NASG members plus
22 spouses. This does not include one-day attendees (like
Dave Smith, who drove down for half a day from Des
Moines).
General Business Meeting Highlights

The annual General Business Meeting began promptly
at 10 am Sunday. Highlights:
Dave Held is the new Convention Committee Chairman.
The EOT voted to make the DISPATCH Editor a $1000/yr.
position in order to assure continuation of the current
quality of the magazine. One condition: The Editor must
attend all NASG National Conventions.
The 1991 National Convention will be held in Syracuse,
NY.
Western VP Lee Johnson appealed for bids for the 1992
and 1993 NASG National Conventions.
The DISPATCH Editor was requested to add telephone
numbers top the officers listing in the DISPATCH.
Thanks to Kent Singer for covering half the prototype
tours for this article.

Western V.P. Lee Johnson presents Tom Marsh (r.) with
the 1989 Bernie Thomas Memorial Award.

CORRECTION

"Charlie Stackpoole Award," presented by the Central
New York S Gauge Association for the amateur
contest entry which most exemplifies Charlie's spirit:
Bruce Pilcher for his model of a NYC icicle-breaker car.

The discount coupon for American
Models which was enclosed in the
June DISPATCH has the wrong
address. Send your orders and
coupons instead to:

"A. C. Gilbert Award," presented by the Bristol S
Gaugers to the individual best exemplifying the spirit
of A. C. Gilbert: Ron Leventon of Chehalis,
Washington.

AMERICAN MODELS
10088 Colonial Industrial Dr.
South Lyon, MI 48178
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KANSAS CITY '89
MANUFACTURER NEWS
American Models (10088 Colonial Industrial Dr., South
Lyon, MI 48178) displayed its new .148 flextrack. It is
very well done. The rail has a narrow base which, together
with the dark weathered finish, makes the rail look much
smaller than it really is. The brown wood-grained plastic
tie strip has tie-plate detail and either two or four spikes
in each plate. There is a continuous plastic runner beneath
one rail. Each adjacent pair of ties is also connected under
the opposite rail. This feature assures uniform tie spacing
on straight track. It also provides either somewhat-wide
or somewhat-narrow tie spacing on curves, depending on
which way you curve the track. Try it — you'll like it.
(Note: Mating rail joiners are now available at $1.80 per
pack of 36.)
The Building & Structure Co. (P.O. Box 1296, Fenton, MO
63026) has a beautiful new line of S scale structure and
bridge kits. The common theme across their whole line
is highly-detailed stonework executed in superb plaster
castings. The instructions included with the kits are clear
and profuse, including about a page on the proper (easy)
technique to use to color the plaster to look like real
individual stones.
One of Building & Structure's offerings is a welding shop
with cut-stone walls (kit no. S-100, $26.95). The kit includes
plaster castings for the walls, Evergreen styrene, Grandt
Line doors, windows, etc., Northeastern wood, decals, and
a color photo of the finished model. Also included is a
scrap casting for practicing the recommended technique
for finishing and painting the plaster castings! This small
stone structure lends itself to easy kit-bashing; in fact,
owner John Kalin had a cute little station on display which
was constructed using the welding shop as a basis.
A nice-looking cut stone ashpit kit (S-101, $19.95), which
can be built for either standard or narrow gauge, is also
available. The plaster pit has a ramp for access to the
dumped ashes. Included are plastic posts and beams to
support the rails.
John has two different bridge kits (cut stone, S-102; and
random stone, S-103; both $21.95). Each kit contains
several plaster castings which assemble into two end piers,
a Micro Engineering standard-gauge 36-foot deck plate
girder bridge kit, wood ties, detail parts, and instructions.
Also available are matching expansion kits (cut stone,
S-105; and random stone, S-106; both $18.95), to make your
bridge into a multi-span structure. Each of these contains
plaster castings which make up into a center pier, plus
the same girder bridge, ties, and details found in the basic
bridge kits. These short-span bridges are suitable for either
standard or narrow gauge.
The Central Jersey S Sealers' (c/o Mike Cunningham, 2
Rosevelt Ave., Cranford, NJ 07016) American Models
caboose is a go! Expect deliveries by the end of 1989. CJSS
will not advertise any more, as they have made their quota
and American Models will take over marketing (but not
the same roadname-number combinations) when the
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CJSS orders are filled. However, they will accept any
orders received before they give the painting-lettering
order to American Models. The CJSS thanks you for your
support.
New S scale decals from Microscale (1555 Placentia Ave.,
Newport Beach, CA 92663) are now available. They were
displayed at the Convention by several S suppliers, and
they are beautiful.
Overland Models Inc. (5908 Kilgore Ave., Muncie, IN
47304) had its new S scale standard and narrow-gauge
offerings on display. The standard gauge items include
the USRA Light Pacific (4-6-2) and six varieties of Alco
road diesels — the RS-11 (low nose, high nose, and PRR
high nose), RS-18 (Montreal Locomotive Works high nose),
and RS-32 (NYC low nose and SP high nose). They all
appear to be of the same high quality we've come to expect
from Overland.
Pacific Rail Shops (3205 Helms Rd., Grants Pass, OR
97527) has more painted 50' box cars ready. Erie, SP, B&O,
NYC, and painted-but-unlettered were selling well. PRS
has reworked its dies to solve the coupler-height problem
and fix a couple of other minor things. All kits now being
boxed are the improved versions.
SouthWind Models (P.O. Box 9293, Plant City, FL 33566)
had a really busy booth. While their NYC passenger cars
generated lots of interest, several other items deserve
mention. Jettie and Billy had three different flatcar pilot
models on display — including a PRR honey — and their
painted pilot model of Erie's express box car (one side
green/passenger, the other red/freight!). And not to be
overlooked was their new line of detail parts designed
expressly for Amercian Models' GP-9 — nice.
S Scale Locomotive and Supply has been purchased from
Claud Wade by Robert Hartzel of Downs Model Railroad
Co. (Ace). The business will continue to be operated under
the SSL&S name. Bob Hartzel owns and operates a
commercial machine shop and will handle the
manufacturing process himself. It is Bob's desire to
continue the high quality products and to develop and
expand the product line. In this connection, he has taken
on John Bortz as his consultant. For the time being, Bob
will be using SSL&S's catalog with an insert sheet relative
to new prices and other changes. There may be some
delays in processing orders due to moving the business
to New Jersey; however, Bob will try to minimize this.
All orders and catalog requests should be addressed to
Downs Model Railroad Co., 206 Lehigh Ave., Gloucester
City, NJ 08030.
Tomalco (Box 158, McCracken, KS 67556) exhibited its
well-known line of Sn3 kits and quality Sn3 brass imports
(all lines except PEL). Tomalco's Swede Norlin tells us
that by the time you read this, his new Sn3 36" driver
sets will be available. Write for prices.

KANSAS CITY '89
NASG NATIONAL CONVENTION
MODEL CONTEST WINNERS
by Kent Singer
NASG Contest Committee Chairman
BEST IN SHOW
Dick Karnes

Westchester C-C Electric

MASTER CRAFTSMAN
Steam Locomotives
1st
No award given.
2nd
Ed Filer
Diesel
1st
2nd
3rd

& Electric Locomotives
Richard Karnes
Stan Stokrocki
David Howard

Panther Fork 24 Ton Shay
Westchester C-C Electric
NYSW GP-18
PRR GP-7
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CRAFTSMAN
Structures, Scratchbuilt
1st
No award given.
2nd
Pat Altieri
Union Cold Storage Warehouse
Steam Locomotives, Kit & Converted
1st
Alvin Clapp

King Coal 2-4-0

Freight & MoW, Kit & Converted
1st
Jerry Brewer
Freelance Transfer Caboose
2nd
Alvin Clapp
N & W Gondola
Structures, Kit & Converted
1st
No award given.
2nd
Pat Altieri

Gerry Evans took a Northeastern stock car kit, added
brake detail and a second-deck end door, and walked away
with another first in the Amateur Kit & Converted Freight
& MoW category.

Freight
1st
2nd
3rd

& MoW, Hi-Rail
No award given.
Pat Altieri
Pat Altieri

ACL Ventilated Boxcar
Crisco Reefer

AMATEUR
Freight & MoW, Scratchbuilt

K-Line Hardware Store

1st
2nd

Gerry Evans
Gerry Evans

SCL&S Auxiliary Water Car
SCL&S A-Krame Ballast Car
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Best-in-Show and first in Master Craftsman Diesel & Electric Locomotives was taken by Dick Karnes for his Westchester
C-C Electric. Barney Daehler built the truck sideframes, and Dick did the rest.

MORE
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Trolley & Interurban, Scratchbuilt
1st
Gerry Evans
SCL&S Interurban Car

Steam Locomotives, Hi-Rail
1st
John Tilts

Structures, Scratchbuilt
1st
Bruce Pilcher

PHOTOS
Color
1st
Bob Werre

NYC Sandhouse

Diesel & Electric Locomotives, Kit & Converted
1st
Gerry Evans
SCL&S Road Switcher
2nd
Gerry Evans
Dockside Switcher
Passenger Cars, Kit & Converted
SCL&S 12-1 Pullman
1st
Gerry Evans
SCL&S Wood Combine
2nd
Gerry Evans
Freight & MoW, Kit & Converted
1st
Gerry Evans
Southern Stock Car
2nd
Gerry Evans
NH Double-Sheathed Boxcar
3rd
Bill Lane
PRR Double-Deck Stock Car
Structures, Kit & Converted
1st
Gerry Evans Montezuma P.O./General Store
2nd
Gerry Evans
Freight Station

JUNIOR
1st
Mark Stevens
2nd
Miles Werre

UP Articulated

Caboose at Station
Boom Car with Tender Tank
UP GP-9

The contest, although having fewer entries than last year
(31 vs 67), contained a number of fine models. We thank
those people who brought their models, either for contest
entry or for display for our viewing pleasure. Paul and
Dody Stevens organized the contest in such a way that,
along with check-in by Gene Simmons and Bob Cooper,
the mechanics of determining and recording the awards
proceeded smoother than ever before. Our thanks are also
well-deserved by Julie Graham, whose fine work on the
award certificates was much appreciated; and by judges
Paul Stevens, Bob Cooper, and Jim Whipple, who did a
very professional job.

Perhaps the most unusual entry in the entire contest was this UP 4-6-6-4 Challenger articulated built by John Tilts,
which won Amateur Hi-Rail Steam Locomotives. The locomotive shell is constructed from two AF plastic Pacifies
spliced together, and the tender shell is Scratchbuilt. John, who is a dentist, made extensive use of dental technology.
Many parts (e.g., tender trucks) were carved in wax, from which impressions were taken. These were in turn used
to make acrylic resin castings. Rivet detail was "deposited" with a syringe filled with plastic putty!
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Stan Stokrocki took second place in Master Craftsman Diesel & Electric Locomotives for his NYS&W GP-18. The
locomotive is a beautiful chop-nose conversion of American Models' GP-9, with lots of added scratch-built parts.
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Mark Stevens won first in the Junior competition with this boom car with tender tank, made from AF shells with
extra detail and an airbrushed weathered finish. Handsome job.

MORE
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The Montezuma post office-general store, built from a Finestkind Models kit, won the Amateur Kit & Converted
Structures category for Gerry Evans.
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Gerry Evans took first in Amateur Scratchbuilt Freight & MoW with his nicely-done SCL&S auxiliary water car. The
water tank is built on a Kodak film cannister!
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First in Amateur Kit & Converted Passenger Cars was taken by Gerry Evans for his SCL&S 12-1 Pullman, built from
a Scenery Unlimited kit. Gerry added extra scratchbuilt underbody detail and S Scale Locomotive & Supply trucks.
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This intriguing SCL&S interurban car won the Amateur Scratchbuilt Trolley & Interurban competition for Gerry Evans.
The car is built from commercial white-metal sides and ends, and is powered by an old Dayton Models drive.
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Alvin Clapp won Craftsman Kit & Converted Steam Locomotives for his King Coal 2-4-0. The locomotive is made
from a Rex Suburban with a Mogul cab. The tender is from the Rex Mogul with the coal bunker sides lowered. Nice
lines.
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This freelance transfer caboose won a first place for Jerry Brewer in the Craftsman Kit & Converted Freight & MoW
category. Jerry started with a Quality Craft D&H caboose kit.
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Bruce Pilcher took first place in the Amateur Scratchbuilt Structures category with his NYC sandhouse and sand
tower. Bruce scratchbuilt the models from a 1980 Model Railroader article. He used Northeastern wood and Grandt
Line door and window castings. Nice.
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This unique road switcher by Gerry Evans won the Amateur Kit & Converted Diesel & Electric Locomotives category.
The diesel is a combination of body parts from an AF Baldwin switcher and an O gauge Kusan Geep. The drive train
is from NorthWest Short Line, and the truck sideframes are from South Wind.
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UNION COLD STORAGE

Pat Altieri's Union Cold Storage Warehouse won second place in Craftsman Scratchbuilt Structures. This entry is an excellent
example of creativity with commonplace materials. Many commercial buildings incorporate old railroad house-cars, yet are
seldom modeled.

The exceptional OMNICQN EMD F units are now available in "low cost Kit
form" direct from Omnicon Scale Models.
Features:
• Ease of assembly and
maintenance
• NASGcode 115 wheel
sets
• Southwind equalized
trucks
• Hump and distortion
free W.V. A or B unit
shells
• Powerful Sagami motor
• NWSL gears and
components
• Adjustable coupler
brackets
• Spare parts always
available
• Super detailing parts
available from
Southwind
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#1007 F-7 A & B

ONLY $89.95 Plus postage
Dummy units @ $34.95. (A or B)
50 SO. LIVELY BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IL 60007
(312) 981-0808
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
MODULE NEWS

PROMOTIONAL BROCHURES

1990 (Pittsburgh) convention-goers: We need help from
those of you who will not have modules at the convention.
We need you to volunteer your time to be part of the 1990
Convention S-MOD Track Inspector Team, headed by Ed
Loizeaux, and the S-MOD Rolling Stock Inspector Team,
headed by Lee Johnson. We also need help by people who
are willing to spend time operating the layout. In addition,
S-MOD Engineers, Conductors, Block Chiefs, etc. are
needed.

New NASG promotional brochures are available. Get
them from the Promotions Committee chairman:

Although we want all NASG members to bring their
locomotives and rolling stock to the convention for show
or operation, no item will be allowed to operate on the
layout unless it conforms to the NASG wheelset and
coupler standards. The check gauges ($2.95) and couplerheight gauges ($3.95) are available from the NASG
Clearing House, 280 Gordon Rd., Matawan, NJ 07747. (Be
sure to add 10 percent for shipping.) All rolling stock will
be checked by Lee Johnson's Inspectors.
Modular layout space is getting very tight for 1990. 1 need
confirmation from those who are interested in bringing
their module(s).
Don DeWitt
37 Snow Dr.
Mahwah, NJ 07430

George M. Ricketts
2922 Somerton Rd.
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118

NEW CONVENTION
COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN
After a job well done, Ken Zieska is resigning as NASG
Convention Committee Chairman. His job is requiring
more time, so he hasn't enough time left to donate to
committee activities. We wish Ken well, and know he will
probably still keep some involvement in NASG
conventions.
We would like to welcome Dave Held as the new NASG
Convention Committee Chairman. He is well qualified,
having been Chairman of the 1986 NASG Convention in
Novi, MI. Besides that, anyone who attends an Sn3
symposium in Tucson, AZ (which Dave did) has to have
a strong interest in S conventions.
At this time the NASG Convention Committee is calling
for bids or letters of interest from groups wishing to host
either the 1992 or 1993 NASG Convention. All
correspondence should be addressed to:

DEPARTMENT-STORE
LAYOUTS WANTED
The Emporium-Capwell department store chain
(California) wants to put Famous-Barr-style S gauge
display layouts in all 50 of its stores for Christmas 1989.
Emporium-Capwell approached The Golden Gate
American Flyer Club to do this, but they cannot possibly
do it alone. Members and clubs interested in helping are
urged to contact Jake Jacobsen, Secretary, GGAFC, 310
Behrens Rd., El Cerrito, CA 94530

CUSTOM-BUILDING
OPPORTUNITY
The July issue of Model Railroader carried the following
plea:
"Help Wanted: We are currently restoring the historic
Union Pacific RR club car Little Nugget for museum
display in Los Angeles. We'd like to obtain a model of
the car to use as part of a visual presentation of the
proposed exhibit.
"Since this is such a unique car, we strongly doubt that
a prefabricated model is available commercially. Is there
a manufacturer or an individual who might be able to
custom-build a model of the car for us at a reasonable
price? We are interested in either an HO or an S scale
replica. We will provide photographs, measurements, and
other information as needed. — Greg Gneier, American
Southwestern Railway Association Inc., 5116 Mezzanine
Way, Long Beach, CA 90808"
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David O. Held
6936 Yorktown Lane
Utica, MI 48087
*
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DISPATCH ADVERTISING
The DISPATCH accepts commercial advertising. The
rules are simple:
PRINTED in the DISPATCH:
• Advertiser supplies camera-ready ad material for color
or black-and-white ads. See page 3 for terms and
conditions. Extra charge for color separations if we
do them for you.
INSERTS:
• Advertiser supplies 1000 copies of 8-l/2"x 11" insert.
Price: $75 per single-sheet insert per issue; $100 if
printed both sides.
• Or, advertiser supplies camera-ready ad material and
we make copies. Price: $100 per single sheet insert per
issue; $150 if printed both sides.
The NASG reserves the right to reject any advertising.
Subletting of ad space without permission is prohibited.
Make checks out to NASG Inc., and send with your
material to the editor.

REVIEWER'S WORKBENCH
New York Central Heavyweight Passenger Cars
(Imported by South Wind Models, P.O. Box 9293, Plant
City, FL 33566, $164.50 unpainted, $204.50 painted, scale
only. Manufactured in Korea by Duck Yoo Corp. Coach
sold out; baggage and combine still available.)
Southwind's new NYC passenger cars are finally here,
and worth the wait. We obtained three of the coaches,
reviewed herein. (The baggage and combine are of similar
design and construction, so this review can be expected
to apjHy to them also. Southwind's next round of cars
— NYC coach-observation, six-wheel-truck coach, and
RPO — can also be expected to be similar).
The coach scales out at 79 feet (14-13/16") over end buffers
and 70 feet between end bulkheads (hence the term "70foot coach). Its prototype was ubiquitous on the NYC,
having been the standard car for commuter trains and
"second-string" intercity passenger service throughout
the NYC System for half a century. In the 1950s many
of these cars were repainted from their drab "dirty olive"
green to two-tone grey with white stripes to match the
Central's modern streamliner fleet. Similar coaches
appeared on many railroads throughout the US,
particularly in the South, where they were generally
equipped with six-wheel trucks to reduce the axle loading
on lighter rail.
Externally, the model is almost as completely accurate
a representation of the prototype as scale reduction and
model operating and maintenance conditions allow. Doors
(non-operating) have handles and small grabirons.
Doorframes have handrails and marker-lamp brackets.
The vestibule bulkheads and doors are accurately
executed. The open end doorways each have an etched
safety gate installed. Diaphragm plates are attached at
the top with light spring-brass strap (resembling the
prototype's spring steel) and at the bottom to lightlysprung buffers. Diaphragm "canvas" is supplied as
printed patterns suitable for folding on the diaphragmcompletion instruction sheet, enclosed in the box. The
sides and ends are beautiful double-etched
photoengravings with separately-applied window-sash
strips. However, we would have preferred more belt rail
relief.
The clerestory roof is well-formed and the ends are
properly rounded. Details include hand-grabs, cast ladder
rests, mesh clerestory vents over the conductor's
compartments, globe vents over the lavatories, and the
distinct pyramid-shaped cast-brass Ward vents on the
clerestory above every other window.

The underbody is profusely detailed. Brake rigging
(including cast-brass clevises) and piping are complete.
Battery boxes, generator, triple-valve, brake cylinder with
slack adjuster, reservoirs, steam traps, vestibule steps, and
— at the ends — double air-line valves and hose connectors
and steam pipe conn.ediaES-~are all high-quality brass
castings. The photoengraved formed-brass fishbelly
center sill is straddled by simulated cast-steel crossbearers
with photoengraved rivet detail at the carbody thirdpoints. Truck-chain lugs, which are about six scale inches
too long, are attached to the edges of the floor adjacent
to the ends of each truck. The removable floor is secured
to the carbody with six small machine screws.
The free-rolling inside-equalized sprung four-wheel trucks
are assembled from beautifully executed lost-wax brass
castings. Even the bolster swing-hangers are represented
on the insides of the sideframes. Brake beams are installed
on eack truck, and there are two brake shoes for each
wheel. The axle nearest the generator is equipped with
a pulley for a generator belt!
The scale 36-inch wheelsets all conform to the NASG
standards gauge. Each truck is held in place by a machinescrew through a two-piece plastic kingpin mount, secured
by a special nut which doubles as an electrical connector,
should the owner wish to install interior lighting. Both
trucks are therefore completely insulated from the
carbody, so touching of diaphragms on adjacent cars will
not cause a short circuit.
There is a parts pack included with each car. The pack
contains the following items:
Four safety-tread deck plates with handrails. On the
prototype, these cover the stairwells while the car is
in motion, and fold up out of the way so passengers
can use the steps at stations. They can be installed
with ACC (super glue).
Two cast hooks with chain, and two mating lengths
of chain without hooks, to mount on small lugs cast
in place on the end of each coupler mounting pad.
Mount one chain with hook and one without on each
end. The right-hand lug as you look at the end usually
has the hook. (On the prototype, the cars are hooked
together with these chains as a safety precaution
should the couplers fail.)
Extra chain. Pieces of proper length to loosely secure
the trucks to the carbodv can be cut from this.
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SouthWind Models' new New York Central passenger-car series is exemplified by this classic standard coach.
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truck springs are overly stiff, so removing one kingpin
spring has the additional advantage of equalizing the
trucks with respect to each other. This keeps all wheels
on the track under all conditions without reliance on the
truck springs.
We rotated the uncoupling gladhands exactly 180 degrees
on a pair of Kadee No. 802 S scale couplers so they would
not foul on the three connector pipes and hoses on each
car end. (This rotation preserves automatic uncoupling,
but eliminates the delayed-action feature.) Six proper-size
screws are furnished to secure the couplers to the tapped
coupler-mounting pads. The mounted couplers check out
perfectly against the N ASG coupler-height gauge. You will
have to bend the air and steam line connectors carefully
to allow complete coupler swing, prevent fouling of the
uncoupling pin (even after rotating it 180 degrees), and
keep the steam line from shorting on the railhead or
fouling against the steam connector on an adjacent car.
In addition, one larger-size coupler-mount machine screw
(and mating tapped hole) is included which could be used
to mount converted Kadee HO couplers (or dummies). We
do not recommend HO Kadees for long cars like these
coaches. There is too much relative vertical motion
between cars at hill crests and other track irregularities
for the small HO couplers to retain their grasp.
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The builder's attention to fine detail is evident in this end
view of the Southwind coach.

Two L-shaped steam-valve levers. Each of these passes
horizontally through the eye cast onto the left-hand
vestibule steps and fits into a tiny dimple cast into
the steam fitting. (Use a magnifying glass to find it.)
Secure the lever with super glue.
Two loop-handled uncoupling rods (cut levers). On the
prototype, uncoupling is accomplished by pulling
laterally on the rod handle. This motion is
mechanically transmitted to the uncoupling pin. The
rod passes through the cast loop hanging down on the
left side of the coupler, just to the right of the steamvalve lever eye. You will need to shorten each rod and
bend its inboard end back out of the way of the coupler
swing. Arrange the hidden end so that it can be superglued or soldered underneath the vestibule floor.
After regaining our sense of reality, we began preparing
each car for operation. First, we removed the floor in order
to remove one of the stiff kingpin springs. This allows
the car to rock sideways over the truck without the kingpin
spring, while the sprung kingpin on the other truck
maintains lateral stability and prevents rocking. The

We checked the inboard brake shoes on each truck for
railhead clearance while each car was on the track. Some
were too low for comfort; because they are attached to
the truck frame, they could possibly touch the railhead
(and short out) should the truck springs somehow deflect.
We put a gentle curve in the offending brake-shoe hangers
to raise them up enough for our peace-of-mind.
Each wheelset has one insulated wheel, and — as
mentioned before — each truck is insulated from the
carbody. Nevertheless, the wheels on both trucks
sometimes touch brake rigging simultaneously, causing
intermittent shorts on 48" curves. You will want to check
your rigging for this possibility and bend some of the
rodding closer to the centersill and/or the floor.
Each sideframe has a delicately-cast downward-facing
hook at each end for mounting the chains which connect
to the car floor.
Caution: Install the chains and bend the hooks closed
only once, or else they will break. Another caution: If you
use these, the carbody will no longer be electrically neutral.
You must therefore make sure all insulated wheels on all
cars are on the same side to avoid dead shorts through
the chains, carbodies, and diaphragms. This of course
precludes car lighting (except via car-contained batteries).
A more practical way to have your chains without these
electrical restrictions would be to remove the chain lugs
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The SouthWind NYC coach's underbody detailing is among the most complete yet seen.
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from the floor (a simple job with a soldering gun) and
replace them with homemade similarly-shaped (but
shorter) styrene parts super-glued in place.
Sample Defects

The clear lacquer coat which protects the brass from
tarnishing had been over-applied in places on the sides
of two of our three cars. Because of this, the lacquer must
definitely be removed before painting, or else the detail
beneath these lacquer "sags" will be obliterated and the
drops at the bottom of each sag will be unsightly once
painted.
One of the end buffers would not "spring." We unsoldered
it from its plunger pins and found that the pins were not
seated properly in their mating holes in the buffers.
Resoldering the pins in the mating holes cured the
problem.
Miscellaneous

Be careful while unwrapping your cars. The eight couplermounting screws are partway run into the couplermounting pads at the factory, but many of them work
their way out in transit. You'll find them loose in the
plastic wrapper, so don't fling it around or ball it up until
you've recovered the screws.
Summary

The South Wind NYC cars exceeded all our expectations.
The metalwork is neat and precise, scale fidelity is nearperfect, and the trucks have superb detail and rolling
qualities. A fine buy.
*
*
*
*
*
PER M-l/M-la 4-8-2 (Imported from Korea by Omnicon
Scale Models, 50 S. Lively Blvd., Elk Grove Village, IL
60007, original or modernized front-end, 8-, 12-, or 16-wheel
tender, $756.95 unpainted, $856.95 painted.)
This is not really a formal review, as we have not yet
done a detailed comparison of the model against the
prototype plans, nor have we completed performance tests.
Nevertheless, it's timely for us to give you our impressions
because Omnicon suddenly has 40 more M-ls due to The
Patch Corporation's business failure.
The model is — in a word — gorgeous. We have seen several
versions, and we like the modernized version with 16-wheel
tender the best.
It is well known that Omnicon has had mechanical
difficulty with the M-ls. To recap, Omnicon is correcting,
free of charge, any M-l returned for any reason. The basic

DECAL CORNER
by Don DeWitt

I received an answer to my letter to
Northeast Decals asking them to help
us with S decals. Unfortunately, they
are not as brave as Microscale, so it
looks as if CDS, John Hall, Clover
House, G&W, Microscale, River
Raisin, and S DeSignS are our
sources for S decals and dry transfers,
period.
If anyone else knows of a source for

things wrong are the sound cam slot in the frame cover
plate (too narrow — it must be widened to prevent the
cam from hanging up on the plate), the pilot truck (too
short, thus can't negotiate curves — Omnicon is replacing
it with a longer one), and the drivers (Omnicon is replacing
the center two pair with wide-tire blind drivers).
The M-l we are reviewing has had the cam slot widened
and the pilot truck replaced. It still has its original-issue
flanged drivers on every driver axle. Out of the box, the
locomotive is nearly feather-light. It must have
substantially more weight added (mostly up front for
proper balance) to track well and pull well. Once weighted,
our sample ran silently and flawlessly on curves as tight
as 45 inches.
All drive wheels are lightly sprung — excellent. The wellengineered drive train is composed of a large can motor
connected through a telescoping delrin double universal
to a worm at the top of a delrin gearbox on the second
driver axle. The worm drives an idler gear, which in turn
drives the geared driver axle. Power is transmitted to the
other drive-wheel axles in the conventional manner via
the side rods. The first and third driver axles have a lot
of side play and the side rods are prototypically knuckled.
Thus, the weighted locomotive is able to negotiate lateral
and vertical curves and irregular track very easily without
nosing from side to side on tangent track.
We do not hesitate to recommend this locomotive. The
metalwork is beautiful and flawless, and the known
production mechanical problems should not dissuade you,
as Omnicon is making good on them. Almost makes us
wish we were Pennsy fans!

NOTE
Many heavy brass models suffer in shipping because their
inertia can cause them to jam their ends against the
packing in the box (yes, even with sponge material) due
to rough handling in transit. Our SouthWind passenger
cars were no exception. The steam connectors on the car
ends all suffered shipping damage to some degree, and
had to be reformed by hand. Use care and judgment. Soft
at first, brass — like most metals — becomes more brittle
as it is "worked" (i.e., bent) and will eventually break if
bending continues. One of ours did, and we had to solder
it back together. (Manufacturers take note: We have not
yet received a brass steam locomotive in the mail which
did not suffer some sort of front-end distortion due to
shipping.)

S lettering, please let me know.
Manufacturers, I will also be glad to
describe your new decal or drytransfer products if you send me
information.
Finally, there has been some
discussion that I have a conflict of
interest because I report about decals
and also sell them. I am uncomfortable about this situation as
well, so I will be glad to hand the
Decal Corner over to anyone else who
will continue the column in each
DISPATCH issue. Until someone

volunteers, I guess I will just have
to remain a bit uncomfortable.
[Don was appointed by the NASG
President to promote production of S
lettering products. He has not only
been successful in getting more
produced, he also began his own line
as a service to S gangers. Please note
that Don only reports which firm is
doing what — he makes no
judgmental evaluations. That is the
function of "Reviewer's Workbench."
-Ed.]
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WELCOME
NEW MEMBERS . . .
David Agler
Allen Ambler
Robert Baish
George Bean
James C. Bradley
Steve Brown
Thomas J. Brown
Scott Burnham
Russell W. Burns
Nick Castricone
Vic Cherven Jr.
Vic Cherven Sr.
Craig Churchward
Russ Collman
Kenneth R. Cooper
Robert Costanzo
Kevin Crossley
Thomas Cuniff
William G. Davies
W. K. Drake Jr.
James Dull
Phil Fletcher
Michael Graham
Stephen E. Gruninger
David Hanna
Roger Huber
Clifford S. Johnson
Jerry Kerber
Daniel Kristek
Mike Laurent
Francis J. Lovett
Adrian Lum
George Lum
Ronald D. Lutz
Joe Maggio
George E. Marshall
Robert L. Massie
Harris B. Macauley
John W. Mann
James L. McCoy
David Miller
Russ Moscone
Gary Mueller
O. J. Mundwiller
Milton Nichols
Robert Noble
Hank O'Neal
Bill Papaj
Don Parke
Robert W. Peterson
James Phelps
John W. Pratt
Daniel F. Quinn
Seymour Ratner
Daniel A. Sailer
Emory L. Shughart
Walter Stark
Bill Stone
Louis E. Templeton III
Dale Thatcher
Thomas J. Waterman
Steve Weissenborn
Dean Williams
Frank L. Wrublewski Jr.
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MEMBERSHIP
COMMITTEE REPORT
by Don DeWitt
Thank you all for returning your
membership questionnaires. In the
next DISPATCH I will report on all
the interesting information you sent
in. Once and for all, we will be able
to say what era is the most often
modeled in S and which prototype
railroad is the most popular. There
will be many more interesting
insights into the "heart" of S gaugers
everywhere.
As I accumulate interesting data
about NASG members, I have had a
change of heart about how to make
the informatrion available to our
membership and to manufacturers. I
will supply mailing labels at 10 cents
per label to anyone who needs them.
I recently "sold" two sets of labels for
the entire membership to two S
manufacturers, so you should be
receiving special S-related mail very
soon. I can sort the membership by
name, state, zip code, modeling
interests, etc., so if you want to
contact that special group of NASG
members, send me a letter describing
what you want. I will then bill you
when I send you the labels.
If you do not receive your 1989-90
membership card by August 15,
please send me a note. Only three
helpers offered their services as
members of the Membership
Committee (Hank Roos, Robert
Cresenzi, and Howard Waelder), so
the card mailing will take a while.

ELECTED OFFICIALS
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Michael R. Ferraro
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Lee M. Johnson
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James A. Kindraka
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Donald F. DeWitt
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Donald F. DeWitt
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Promotions
George M. Ricketts
Committee
2922 Somerton Rd.
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Don DeWitt
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THE NASG STORY:
A HISTORY
(Conclusion)
By Bob Jackson
GOING IT ALONE
We left the NASG story at the point where the old NASG,
along with the $3 Lifetime Membership, was moldering
in the ditch along the roadside. The Mail Traveling
Circuits had been cast adrift. The NASG, Inc., minted
anew, had emerged penny-bright and ready to travel new
roads.
Although the constitution and the organizational format
of NASG Inc. were formally approved by the membership
at the Memorial Day weekend convention in 1976, the
NASG had already begun the transition to its new status
earlier in that year. The title of General Director had been
dropped in favor of President. Beneath the President was
an Executive Vice President and three Regional Vice
Presidents, a Treasurer, and a Secretary. The conventioneers also formally approved the following slate of
officers which had been announced in the Jan. - Feb.
S Gauge Herald:
President
Executive VP
Eastern VP
Central VP
Pacific VP
Treasurer
Secretary

Ed Schumacher
Dick Cataldi
Allan Craig
Gale Hall
Ed Loizeaux
Jack McGarry
Dick Rosenbaum

These then were the first officers of the newly-formed
NASG Inc. Formal elections were scheduled to be held
early in 1977. Mail ballots were sent at the end of April
to all registered paid-up members of the NASG Inc. The
results were reported in the Sept.-Oct. S Gauge Herald. With
the exception of Jack McGarry, the appointed slate won
election to their respective offices. McGarry was a naval
officer, and at the time was up for an extended tour of
sea duty which would have precluded his active
involvement. Therefore, he withdrew from consideration,
and Bill Oertly was elected Treasurer instead.
During the eleven months between the Constitutional
Convention and the election, the cost of restructuring the
NASG became apparent. Many of those for whom the Mail
Traveling Circuits were the very essence of the NASG
(despite the sporadic low participation) simply could not
countenance the formation of NASG Inc. One writer,
commenting in the circuit directed by Len Giovannoli,
said "Well, I guess they don't need me, then I don't need
them either." Others felt betrayed by the dropping of the
lifetime memberships. A large percentage of the
disaffected never joined the NASG Inc. Although accurate
figures are not available, it appears that prior to
incorporation the membership stood at something over
800. There was hope that, after restructuring, it would
exceed 1000 by the end of 1976. It never made it. At the
time the ballots were mailed out in April 1977 the paidup membership numbered 165. The cost of incorporating
was clearly measured in lost memberships.

Though painful and disappointing to those members who
remained steadfast, in retrospect the severe membership
loss can be seen as useful in the eventual development
of the NASG. Clearly many of those who chose not to
come along were the source of much of the contention
that had characterized the debate over changing
directions and especially over dropping the lifetime
membership. Though there was to be plenty of argument
in the future, it was in fact very helpful that the NASG
Inc. did not have to deal with the same level of debate
during those formative months. Moreover, communication
with a smaller organization was easier and more
affordable.
In a strange way Ed Schumacher was also a casualty of
incorporation. Though he had led the strugle to reform
the NASG, he had barely been elected President of the
NASG Inc. when he announced his decision to resign.
Ed had been at the helm for seven years, longer by far
than any of his predecessors. He had early on enjoyed
the success of a revitalized NASG, had instigated many
changes, and on the whole had a highly successful tenure
as General Director. Nevertheless, they had been highly
stressful years and towards the end he was sounding tired
and dispirited. Oddly enough he sounded a lot like Russ
Mobley before him, worn down by controversy, dismayed
by the apparent apathy, and wondering if anyone gave
a damn. In any case, he had decided that it was time
for others to take on the task of further development of
the NASG.
Dick Cataldi, the Executive Vice President, was named
Acting President. He simultaneously let it be known that
he was a candidate for becoming permanent President.
The Board of Trustees subsequently named him President
by formal action taken at the begining of 1978. He thus
became the second President of the NASG Inc., and —
curiously — the only one not elected by popular vote.
By now it is apparent to the reader that Dick Cataldi
had been a major force in the evolution of the NASG for
a number of years preceding incorporation. He was the
guiding light in the development of the contest rules. He
was also an important contributor to the development of
the NASG standards, and he had been a strong member
of the Constitutional Committee. Perhaps less well
understood is the degree to which he set the tone and
direction during Schumacher's reign. Ed referred to
Cataldi as his good right hand, and with good reason.
It was Dick who gave shape to the routine operations of
the NASG. With the orderly mind of a trained engineer,
he set about making the NASG function in a more
straghtforward and business-like manner. He continued
this thrust during his brief tenure as Executive Vice
President of NASG Inc. Many of the regular business
matters as conducted today were first begun either by
Cataldi or at his insistence. The annual reports begun
in 1977 and the NASG newsletter (the forerunner of the
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DISPATCH) were also the results of his efforts. It was
thus only natural that the Board of Trustees should select
him to be permanent President to fill out Schumacher's
term.
Cataldi also deserves special credit for recruiting to the
ranks of NASG leadership many of those individuals who
have guided the course of the NASG Inc. during the 1980s.
Rollain Mercier became Dick's Executive VP and later
succeeded him as President. Ed Loizeaux, who succeeded
Mercier to become the 1985-89 NASG President, filled the
Pacific VP position which had been created at Dick's
insistence. Cataldi says that he merely cast a broad net
and took whoever was willing. Perhaps, but the generally
high quality of the officers' committment to the NASG
during the eighties suggests that Cataldi had some
particular abilities in judging people.

communicating "corporate" sorts of information or for
reaching the membership directly or for polling the
membership on organizational matters. As for the
Circuits, it was argued that they were narrowly and
parochially focused and too erratic to be a reliable
communications device.
Evidently, Cataldi concurred in the latter arguments,
because upon being appointed Acting President he set in
motion actions intended to develop a newsletter.
Dick himself prepared the very first newsletter with the
help of his secretary, Kay Imbrie. It appeared with the
date April 1,1978. The second number appeared in August
of that year, but by that time Cataldi had induced Bob
Ristow (of Wisconsin Central Models) to take on the chore
of editing the newsletter. Ristow shepherded the
publication through four issues until Feb. 1979.

Of all the things for which Cataldi deserves credit, none
was more important than developing an effective means
of communicating with the membership. In the Nov.-Dec.
1977 S Gauge Herald, he wrote in the NASG column, "The
single most important problem facing us today is
COMMUNICATIONS . . ." It seems probable that he did
not realize how prophetic that statement was at the time.
One year from the date of publication of the statement,
the S Gauge Herald would forever cease publication, and
with it would disappear the NASG column which for years
had been the sole means of regular communication with
the NASG membership.

At that time, in a further demonstration of his ability
to pick winners, Cataldi turned to Ernie Horr of the
"Inland Empire S Gaugers Association of the Pacific
Northwest" (IESGAPN). Ernie was editor of the
lESGAPN's newsletter, and apparently Dick was
impressed with the publication. After some thought Ernie
agreed to take on the job. He felt that the newsletter should
have a name and came up with "Dispatch." Cataldi
quickly concurred, and thus Ernie Horr was the first
DISPATCH editor. The first issue was published in June
1979.

Prescient or not, Cataldi set about reducing NASG's
dependence on the S Gauge Herald. Earlier, as Executive
Vice President, he had developed the Annual Report as
a separate publication to be mailed independently to the
membership. As Acting President, he continued this effort
and announced that an NASG column would also appear
in the S Gaugian. In point of fact, the NASG column did
appear in the Jan.-Feb., March-April, and May-June 1979
issues of the S Gaugian, but by mutual consent it was
not continued.

Ernie recalls that he had neither a budget nor any
guidelines regarding the format or content of the new
publication. Ernie had to pay all costs out-of-pocket and
get reimbursed by sending a bill to Bill Oertly. To save
postal costs, he tried to keep the weight of each issue under
an ounce. At that time the DISPATCH had to be handaddressed and sent to some 400 individuals. As if that
were not chore enough, the entire newsletter was typed
on a borrowed electric typewriter. The margins had to
be set by carefully counting spaces. Some very tedious
work was involved, a far cry from today's word processors.

A further effort at more complete communications with
the membership resulted in the "NASG Portfolio." This
publication was to include all manner of information
about the NASG: a membership roster, NASG standards,
a financial statement, the constitution and by-laws, and
the contest rules, as well as the annual report. It was to
be mailed once yearly to the membership and to be given
to each new member upon enrolling. The first "NASG
Portfolio" appeared late in 1977 and included the first
independently published and distributed Annual Report.
The very handsome cover was designed by Ed
Schumacher. Evidently the effort to produce the "NASG
Portfolio" proved too great to sustain. The publication no
longer is produced, although all of the items in its table
of contents continue to be separately printed.
A newsletter had been discussed by the NASG for many
years but had never been seriously considered, principally
because the organization could never have afforded it
before 1976. However, there were also many who felt either
the Circuits or the S Gauge Herald or both together were
an adequate means for communicating to the membership.
Schumacher was among these. Partly because of cost and
partly out of fealty to the S Gauge Herald, Ed was strongly
opposed to the idea of a newsletter.
On the other side of the argument were those who pointed
out that the S Gauge Herald was ill-suited to
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An examination of those early DISPATCHes indicates
that despite these limitations, Ernie brought out a
carefully-crafted publication revealing a serious
dedication to the task. He surely set a high standard for
all editors of the DISPATCH who followed him. In
February 1981 he passed that legacy on to Geoff Graeber,
who became the second editor of the DISPATCH.
The significance of the DISPATCH should not be
overlooked. With its advent it became possible for the
NASG to take the demise of the S Gauge Herald in stride.
Though by no means intended to be a replacement for
the Herald, the DISPATCH could and did serve as the
official voice of the NASG, which, with the demise of the
S Gauge Herald, was destined to become the voice of S
gauge. Had there been no DISPATCH, the NASG would
have had to invent one and might well have fatally
floundered with no voice at all while it attempted to find
one.
If, as some have suggested, Ed Schumacher is the father
of NASG Inc., then surely Dick Cataldi is its mother. He
nurtured the organization, taught it how to take care of
itself, and helped it learn to speak. Thus, when Rollain
Mercier took over the reigns in 1981, he had a fullyfunctional organization which could address the task of
finding its place in the world pf model railroading.

EPILOGUE
There was to have been one more section of the NASG
history called "Modern Times." However, with this fifth
chapter of the history of the NASG I have chosen to set
aside my pen and cease my labors. My reason is a growing
awareness that at some point history begins to comingle
with daily experience. At that point it ceases being
perceived as history and is thought of as more akin to
peeping and prying. I don't know exactly where that point
is, but I have the perception that as my conversations
come closer to those presently guiding the efforts of the
NASG there is a growing discomfort. I judge that it is
not worth it to make the current leadership uncomfortable,
and therefore I leave the story of the 1980s and '90s to
some future scribe. I trust that to this point I have done
an adequate job.
When I undertook the task I believed that I could knock
it off in an evening or two and finish with a three-section
article. Or, at worst, I would have to treat it as three short
summary-type articles. I severely misjudged the richness
of the history that is there despite the raggedness of the
record. I became fascinated with the subject, and then
my problem became where to draw the line since I clearly
was not out to write a scholarly treatise. Perhaps the thing
that fascinated me the most was trying to find the answer
to why the NASG survived. It really should not have,
yet it found a way to metamorphose into something that
could. (Incidentally, when I ask this question of others,
I frequently get an answer to why S gauge/scale survived.
That is a very different though related question. The one
should not be confused with the other.)
Cataldi told me that I would never get to the bottom of
the question. He is probably right, but I am sure of one
thing though. As I have pored over the record I have been
struck by the sociology of the NASG. Though it is complex,
and includes the sociology common to most minorities,

the key to NASG's survival in the past and probably in
the future is to be found in the way it has met the social
needs of those of us in S gauge.
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Earlier parts of "The NASG Story" appeared in the
following DISPATCH issues:
Part 1
Part 2
Part 3
Part 4

Vol. IX No. 3
Vol. IX No. 4
Vol. X No. 2
Vol. X No. 4

Kept. 1986
Dec. 1986
June 1987
Dec. 1987

We have the capability of printing the complete NASG
History a.s a single booklet. Please let the Promotions
Committee, know what you think of this idea.
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The Central Jersey S Sealers' Lehigh Valley boxcar was a sellout. The car kit was manufactured, painted, and lettered by
American Models; CJSS had the seven-panel doors (included) manufactured themselves. Marketing regionally-popular freight
and passenger cars is becoming an increasingly common way for clubs to raise funds for their own projects.
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LETTERS . . .
Editor:
I just returned from a wasted 2000mile trip to what was supposed to be
the S Gaugers Convention in Kansas
City, Missouri. The information I had
received, via magazines only,
indicated that the convention would
run from Thursday, June 14th,
starting at 8 AM, . . . through
Saturday, the 17th of June. I drove
to Kansas City, 1000 miles, in one
long day, arriving late Wednesday,
June 13th. I inquired at the Park
Place Hotel to ensure that the
convention was scheduled to start the
next morning at 8 AM, and was
assured by the hotel that that was
in fact true.
I arrived at the Park Place Hotel on
Wednesday morning, bright and
early, at 8 AM CDT, and there was
no convention started! I searched all
the rooms where this convention was
supposed to be, and found, after
searching all the rooms, two members
of the Association. I do not recall their
names; however, I was assured that
the convention started at 8 AM that
day.
There were no tables set up, there
were no vendors, there were no
modules, there was no registration
desk . . . there was NO NOTHING!!!
Since I was on a limited time
schedule, I was not able to stay for
the last three days of the convention,
but if they were like the first day, then
n o t h i n g h a p p e n e d . I am very
disappointed, at this time, with the
Association and the sponsors of this
event. I now have second thoughts
about Pittsburgh 1990 and the entire
association. Will this happen next
year? Unless there is a DRASTIC
organization change by then, don't
look for me in the Association or at
Pittsburgh 1990.
Frederick R. Claassen

I1 can 'tgiue you an intelligent answer
because your dates and days don't
match up. As you can see in this issue,
there was indeed a convention from
Thursday June 15th through Sunday
June 18th in Kansas City. Set-up
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begain on Thursday morning, June
15th, and registration began at noon
the same day. Your letter has been
forwarded to Paul Stevens, member
of the host club and NASG Central
VP, for a response. — Ed.]
Editor:
In the last issue of the DISPATCH,
Dennis Karchar responded to Ed
Loizeaux's comments from the
previous issue. I would like to
comment on Dennis's comments.
Dennis makes a most important point
that the NASG and S community
must start selling to the outsiders
rather than just to ourselves. I
disagree that we need to "reduce" our
marketing to ourselves. If it weren't
for ourselves, S would be dead in the
water.
Dennis seems to place the blame on
"us" as to the failure of Pecos River
getting involved in S. At the time they
sent out their "feeler," they made no
comment that they wanted us to send
them letters or that they expected any
response . . . they just threw out an
offer for SP tank cars and modern
boxcars and gondolas. They just
assumed that modern modelers were
abundant in S, which does not appear
to be the case from my early analysis
of the NASG membership modeling
interests. I agree with Dennis that it
is rather arrogant for us to claim that
outside manufacturers must learn
how to market to us; however, when
a manufacturer does not make clear
its expectations, then we are likely
bound for failure.
Now to the meat of Dennis's
comments. He suggests that the
NASG become promoters and go out
and sell the wonders of S to the rest
of the world. He wants us to generate
some comprehensive PR materials,
demographic
studies,
market
analysis, and economic projections.
With all of these weapons, we should
go convince a major manufacturer
that S is the wave of the future. As
I sit here on the 4th of July writing
this, we have a "huge" membership
of 987!! That seems very big compared
to 1 or 2 years ago, but try taking
those numbers to a "major firm" and
they will laugh until their sides split.
So what can we do?

1. We must support the efforts of the
few brave souls that are working
on new products by buying more
than one of their current products
so that the capital keeps coming
in and so that the enthusiasm
remains high. I often hear the
comment that "that new product
is nice, but it isn't my railroad,"
or "it's too modern," or "it's too
old," etc., etc. We are not big
enough to allow that kind of
attitude. If you really want S to
prosper, then you must "go with
the flow," so that the flow keeps
growing. As a new and very minor
manufacturer, I can tell you firsthand that it is terrifying to try to
figure out what will sell to the S
community. Write your manufacturers and thank them (and
send in an order as well)!!
2. We can show up in Pittsburgh [for
the] 1990 ... NMRA Convention
and show the rest of the world
what S is all about. We can do that
by bringing lots of modules, lots
of helpers to operate the modules,
lots of trains to run on the
modules, and lots of models [for]
the model contests. We can also
man the NASG booth to answer
questions and hand out PR
masterials.
3. We can volunteer our time and
energy in running the NASG. We
already have someone generating
a demographic report of the
NASG. We need help on those PR
materials!!
4. Finally, I'd like to remind Dennis
and everyone else that the NASG
is "all of us" and we cannot
survive on the energies of just 10
or 15 spirited individuals. When
a call goes out for help,
VOLUNTEER! You might meet a
new friend!!
Don DeWitt

/7 didn't interpret Dennis's letter as
having anything to do with the
current NASG membership figures,
other than that the 987-person
membership could probably furnish
a few people to "push the cause."
Theoretically, you don't need any
existing constituency if you have a
quality product and an irresistible
marketing message. — Ed.]
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NMRA-NASG-NTRAK NATIONAL CONVENTION
Planning is well underway for the 1990 NMRA National Convention in Pittsburgh. The headquarters
hotel is the Pittsburgh Hilton, located right at the Point in Pittsburgh's Golden Triangle, where the Allegheny
and Monongahela Rivers meet to form the Ohio River. Manufacturers' exhibits will be located in Pittsburgh's
modern Convention Center, a short distance away. Our downtown location means you can walk to summer
concerts and boating in Point Park, right across the street from the Hilton, as well as downtown restaurants
and Pittsburgh's entertainment district. We also have easy access, on foot or by Pittsburgh's brand-new
subway, to major-league baseball games and other events at Three Rivers Stadium, just across the Allegheny;
shopping and restaurants at Station Square, the former P&LE passenger and freight stations; the annual Three
Rivers Regatta (hydroplane races) on the rivers during the convention; and other downtown activities.
Prototype tours now being planned include Conway Yard, one of Conrail's largest and busiest yards,
located just west of Pittsburgh; the diesel shops of the Pittsburgh and Lake Erie Railroad; and industrial and
steel-mill railroads in the Pittsburgh area such as the Monongahela Connecting, with its stable of Alco diesels.
We will also tour a real coal mine; Pittsburgh's Port Authority Transit (PAT) light rail system and shops; and
the Arden Trolley Museum. All-day trips are planned to Cass, West Virginia, home of the geared locomotive,
to the East Broad Top Railroad, and to GE's Erie Locomotive Works. We're also hoping to have a mainline
steam excursion during the convention, and a visit to a working steel mill.
Family tours will include several of Pittsburgh's historic mansions; a trip to Kenny wood Park, which
combines one of the largest and oldest roller coasters in the U.S. with a number of recently built rides and
other entertainment; the Carnegie Museums of art and natural history; the historic community at Old Economy
Village; Frank Lloyd Wright's famous structure, Fallingwater; and a ride on a paddlewheel riverboat. The
natural-habitat Pittsburgh Zoo and other family activities are easily accessible. We also plan a "Pittsburgh at
Night" tour, for those in search of light-hearted fun.
Pittsburgh is a very active model railroading area, with numerous layouts which are both large and of
high quality. We will have about 25 fine layouts on tour, including several by MMR's, a number of Gold
Spike Award winners, and layouts which have been published in the national magazines. Our tour will have a
range of scales and layout themes, and will include a live steam operation.
Our clinic program will include several nationally known authors, and will focus on the theme
"Modeling from the Prototype." A number of the clinics will be presented by the Pittsburgh area's active
layout builders. We also plan to have a nationally renowned speaker for the banquet. The program will reflect
that this is a joint convention of the NMRA, Nat'l. Assoc. of S Gaugers, and NTRAK.
Pittsburgh is a reasonably priced city, including our confirmed Hilton rates of $68 per room,
regardless of number of occupants; and is within a 1-hour flight or 1-day drive of over half the population of
the United States. It is also served by 3 Amtrak trains daily. Summer weather can be warm, but is generally
pleasant. Cited by Rand McNally's survey as America's "Most Liveable City", it has long been known by
visitors and residents alike as "The City with a Smile on its Face." Plan now to come to Pittsburgh for the
1990 NMRA-NASG National Convention, THE PITTSBURGH LIMITED, July 30-August 5.
PRELIMINARY REGISTRATION FORM
Name
Address
City, State, Zip

NASGD

Number

Preliminary full registration fee (includes banquet, two tours and social event) is $75 (until 15 Sept. 1989
only). Basic flat-rate registration (includes all hotel and train show activities) is $35. Children of 16 or under
are $5. All other events are a la carte. Please return form and fee to:
Pittsburgh Limited 1990, P.O. Box 17034, Pittsburgh, PA 15235
NASG
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It's not too late yet!!
NEW YORK CENTRAL HEAVYWEIGHTS
Our NYC Baggage and Combine $164.50 each ($204.50 Painted)

Program "B" still available
RPOs, Obs., 6-Axle Coach. $147.50 with $75. deposit.
Announcing our Program "D" — Pullman Heavyweights;
12 Sections, 1 Drawing Room (Plan 2410D&E)
13 Double Bedroom, PRR and NYC (Plan 3997A)
8 Sections, 1 Drawing Room, 2 compts. (Plan 3979A)
Price Each: $164.95 with $75.00 deposit, $194.95 without.
Deposit deadline extended to 2 weeks after this DISPATCH arrives. Write for details.
(Deposit/discount via direct sales only)

SouthWind Models
P.O. Box 9293
Plant City, FL 33566

S SCALE A.C. HI-RAIL LOCOMOTIVES

GP-9

FP-7

Bob Werre

Bob Werre

All of our products are now fully compatible with American Flyer Trains. Our locomotives feature electronic reversing
units, hi-rail steel wheels, A.M. compatible couplers with lights.
GP-9
POWERED UNITS
$174.95, dummy units $99.95
FP-7
POWERED UNITS
$169.95, dummy units $99.95
(DC powered units are also available for $25.00 less)

UNIVERSAL TRACK SYSTEM
We are developing a new track system using code .148 nickel silver rail designed for all S gauge trains from scale
to American Flyer hi-rail. All rail is realisticly weathered. The 3' flextrack (pictured above) is now in stock at $6.49
per section; also rail joiners at $2.00 for a bag of 36. Curved 27" radius sections and straight sections will be in stock
soon. Later this summer we should have our ready to run turnout in stock.
For information on all our products send a 45<P LSSAE.

AMERICAN MODELS

Dept. M 10088 Colonial Ind. Dr., South Lyon, Ml 48178

